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IceWarp TeamChat
TeamChat is a collaboration tool for teams & projects. It has the familiar interface of multi-user
WebChat but extends it with file sharing, meetings, conference calls and much more.
Explore a new way of online communication and collaboration within the teams!

Public and Private Chatrooms
Chat rooms can be created in public groups defined on admin level or as private groups
created by users themselves. Each group can have up to 15 chat rooms each with up to
30 members. Familiar ACL rights allows for easy access management.

Guest Accounts
Chat participants can invite external guests, such as clients or vendor, to join any chat room.
There is no limitation of available features: guests can share or edit documents, schedule
meetings or participate on any of them online.

Event Management
Thanks to integrated calendar, anyone can schedule meeting for all members in advance.
All upcoming events are saved under Event Tab within the particular chat room where can
be quickly seen expected number of participants.

Files Sharing
Files can be simply uploaded by drag and drop and viewed under the Files Tab of each chat
room. Users can view, edit and share the documents. A preview appears after the file is
shared in the chat room and anyone in the conversation can click the preview to open and
edit the file.

WebMeetings
Online meeting can be easily scheduled with all team members. Meeting invitation is displayed to all users in the room who can accept it from the main conversation thread. External guests can join the meeting as well either from browser or by dial in.

Security & Privacy
Unlike email, TeamChat messages never leave the safe environment of WebClient and all
communication is by default protected by a strong encryption. Moreover, there’s no spam in
the closed groups.
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TeamChat Licensing
TeamChat license is now included at no additional cost and for all server users.

TeamChat License
New customers and those who are renewing their license now have TeamChat included for free as a special promotion running until end of 2016. Its validity can be anytime verified in Help - License window.

Additional Licenses
In order to use the additional services (WebMeetings, WebDocuments) the respective service needs to
be running and configured. If no matching license is present, users are not able to use those features.
How to setup additional services is described here:
WebMeetings - icewarp.com/support/troubleshoot_webrtc
WebDocuments - icewarp.com/support/webdocuments/

Guest Accounts
Guest users don’t have a mailbox but can use all TeamChat features without limitations. They aren’t counted towards the server users limit, which makes them ideal for temp workers in manufacturing, research or education.

Schedule an online meeting to learn more
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